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of metals (which persisted, for example, until modern times among Japanese swordsmiths), associated certain metals with certain planets. Hence, to quote Holmyard (1957) , 'the Sun, the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and Saturn were often metaphorically used to signify gold, silver, iron, mercury or quicksilver ('argent vive'), copper, tin and lead'. The processes of alchemy were usually expressed in allegorical symbols. Thus gold, the most perfect metal, was associated with the Sun and iron, the harder but baser rust-red metal of weapons, with the reddish planet of Mars, while copper, likewise base but softer, was associated with Venus. From astrology and alchemy this metaphorical linkage passed into chemistry and pharmacy, where it survived until the late 18th century and so was learned by young Carl Linnaeus when at school at Vaxjo, southern Sweden, in 1725.
The modern system of chemical notation under which the metals gold, silver, iron, mercury, copper, tin and lead and the other elements are designated by a letter or letters taken from their Latin or Greek names, as Au (from aurum), Ag (from argentum), Fe (from ferrum), Hg (from hydrargyrum), Cu (from cuprum), Sn (from stannum), Pb (from plumbum), was introduced in 1814 by the Swedish chemist J. J. Berzelius, born the year after Linnaeus died. Lacking this convenient system the medieval European alchemists used, "as a kind of shorthand designed perhaps to save time more than to puzzle the vulgar", the graphic sign of the planet associated with a particular metal, e.g. S for Mars and iron, 9 for Venus and copper, ~ for Mercury and quicksilver ( 
